Fireworks
Displays & Sequences
Our Fireworks company provide the knowledge, fireworks and professional expertise to make your event go with a
bang!
Try us for Bonfire Night, Weddings, Celebrations, Corporate Events and Large Public Events.
From the initial phone call to the firing and tidying away of the display, they take care of it all. Focusing on safety,
they visit the display venue and conduct a site assessment.
With your input they then design your display to suit the venue.
All of their displays contain the large and powerful category 4 fireworks, which are fireworks only available to
professional firework companies like them.
They ensure that your display contains huge impact and spectacular shell bursts of colour.
They ensure that your display is safe, successful and a night to remember. For your peace of mind their displays are
also covered by our £5 million Public Liability Insurance. Their skilled and experienced staff always follow the latest
HSE guidelines.
They have staged displays for a large number of events all over the country, from small to large.
Some of their more recent clients include:
Asda Stores Ltd, Nationwide Building Society, Howdens Joinery, MFI Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council,
Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council, Lichfield City Council Hinckley Chamber of Trade, Nuneaton Lions, Motorsport
in the Midlands.

The Fireworks Code
Only buy fireworks that meet BS 7114, from
a reputable retailer.
Keep them in a closed, fireproof box.
Only take out one at a time and replace the
lid.
Follow the specific instructions on each
firework, using a torch.
Light the firework at arm's length, with a
taper, never a match or lighter.
Stand well back.
Never go back to a firework once it is lit.
Never put fireworks in a pocket.
Never throw fireworks.
Light sparklers one at a time and wear
gloves.
Don't give sparklers to children under five
years.
Keep pets indoors.

WEDDINGS
Imagine, as your truly magical day comes to an end, the sky is filled with spectacular fireworks
to round off your day in a truly spectacular way.
Fireworks are used for more and more celebrations all through the year now, and are as
important to a wedding as the cake and photographer. The sheer delight of fireworks is a
perfect way to mark your wedding.
They can produce special firework writing that is called lance work, this can be fired at the end
or beginning of your fireworks display.

You could have any name or initials produced in fireworks, and even love hearts and horseshoes. Whatever you
require, we can produce it and incorporate it into your display. Firework writing adds the perfect end or start to your
display, and provides everyone with a surprise. Here are just a few examples of what we can offer...
1. Bride and grooms initials either side of a red love heart in fireworks. Just £90 + 15% booking fee
2. Any name or phrase can be produced. Prices are just £14 per letter + 15% booking fee
Wedding Firework Displays Price List
If you would like further information on any of the packages listed below, including a full
breakdown list of what fireworks and effects are in each package please give us a call.
Bronze Display - £595 Our starter display, containing a range of fireworks to give a nice
spectacular display with a *duration of 5 – 7 minutes.
Bronze Plus - £695 Same display as our bronze package, but with larger finale fireworks
to give a more intense and busy end to your display.
Larger fireworks will also be used at the start of the display.
Silver Display - £795 Step up a gear with this exciting fireworks display.
Including much larger fireworks to create a more intense and exciting display.
Building to a huge finale to create an everlasting memory. *Duration of 6 – 8 minutes.
Silver Plus - £895 Containing larger fireworks to give bigger bursts and bigger effects
than the standard silver package.
Again with larger finale fireworks to create a huge riot of colour and noise in the sky.
Gold Display - £1000 A really spectacular display, containing fireworks such as 150mm
aerial shells and large multi-effect display barrages,
to create a stunning fireworks display to end your big day. *Duration of 7 – 9 minutes.
Gold Plus - £1200 Containing even larger fireworks to provide you with an extremely
busy, colourful and spectacular display.
Included in this display is our monster shellburst, which is normally only reserved for
displays with a value of over £2500 – the finale will be stunning.
Gold Deluxe - £1500 The ultimate in firework displays! This display will create a simply
breathtaking fireworks display from start to end – building to a huge finale that will create
a riot of noise and colour in the sky to signify your wedding day! *Duration of 8 – 12
minutes
*Please note: Durations of displays can be whatever you require (within reason) the
durations shown are what we recommend. Please add 15% booking fee to above
quotations.

PARTIES & EVENTS
Fireworks Parties - from as little as £495 + VAT + 15% booking fee. They produce and
manage fireworks displays at your party or event, throughout the UK. They provide
displays for both small and large events all over the country. Their fireworks parties
are tailor designed and made to give you a smashing display to fit in with your
requirements and budgets. They ensure that the display is both spectacular and
exciting. All of their displays are covered by our £5 million Public Liability Insurance,
which ensures piece of mind for you and your audience.

CORPORATE EVENTS
Starting from as little as £495 + VAT + 15% booking fee. They can provide your
evening with a fireworks display. Displays can be fired to music or just on there own
and are an excellent way to say thank you to your work force, launch a new product,
end of year party. From £500 to £50,000 their designers will design you a display to
suit your company needs and requirements. They can even incorporate words and
names in fireworks or company logos, prices are available on request for this service,
and worked into your firework display. They have a long list of satisfied clients who
have used Their services for there events and been amazed by the results.

NEW YEARS EVE
Let your New Years Eve go with a bang! As the clock strikes 12, let
the New Year in and say goodbye to the old, with a spectacular New
Years Eve fireworks display. Their teams are raring and ready to go
to provide you with a fireworks display for your New Years Eve
event. Prices for this service start from just £1000 + VAT + 15%
booking fee which includes everything from the designing of the
display, right through to the firing of your display. They even clean
up after themselves so the New Year starts as you mean to go on.
Some example pricing are listed below, but please contact us to
discuss your requirements in more detail.

4 MINUTE NEW YEARS EVE SHELL SHOW
£2500 + VAT + 15% booking fee. Let your new year in with a spectacular start, shells are the high powered fireworks
that create the large burst of colour in the sky. Let Their display teams blitz the night sky with colour with this huge
display! 6 Minute New Years Eve Shell Show £4000 + VAT + 15% booking fee. Let the sky erupt with huge multicalibre displays shells, a simply stunning display set to rock your new years eve party…be the best in town with this
stunning display of fireworks.

BONFIRE NIGHT
Bonfire night season starts, for them, on 31st October and runs
through to November 7th. Over this time they organise and attend
many bonfire night parties, producing a massive range of firework
displays for events up and down the country, from schools to Civic
authorities, events both large and small.
They create a perfect bonfire night display containing huge and
powerful fireworks that create the 'ohh' and 'ahhh' reaction from your
audience, along side some effects that will raise laughter and cheers.
Their bonfire night displays are tailor made to your requirements and
budget.

Displays can be choreographed to music; they can even produce a themed display that tells a story to your audience
as the firework display is being fired.
Their bonfire night service includes everything, from the initial safety visit and site assessment where they look at
your site and explain all the safety aspects that have to be taken into account when staging a fireworks display. They
then design a fireworks display that suits your venue, budgets, audience size and requirements, to ensure that your
bonfire night is not only spectacular, but also safe and memorable.
Their firing team arrive on the day, set-up the display, fire the display on time and remove all debris and hardware
from the site to leave it, as we found it.
Displays for the bonfire night period start from just £1400 + VAT + 15% booking fee which includes everything from
start to finish. Please see below some pricing ideas for your November 5th spending on a display.
£2500 + VAT + 15% booking fee - 20 minute intense Bonfire Night spectacular, with a large range of fireworks
including the high-powered aerial shells.
£3500 + VAT + 15% booking fee. Intense display with a huge range of spectacular fireworks, sure to give your crowd
the excitement they want! Large bursting aerial shell fireworks and barrages make this display totally awesome!
£5000 + VAT + 15% booking fee. Spectacular display, packed with fun and excitement to keep your crowd on their
toes for the full duration. An excellent display for a large crowd, sure to be a big success!! Lots of oooh's and ahhh's
for this one!
FIREWORK PACKAGES
SEQUENCE 1
Display Cost: £500 + VAT + 15% booking fee / Duration: 5-6 minutes
3 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing three huge bursts of colour and effects in the sky. Rising to
around 450 ft before bursting into colour.
2 x 50mm DISPLAY CANDLES, producing huge effects of colour and noise in the sky, rising with huge
tails. Fanned and angled across the display site.
24 x 14mm DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the site to create a huge spread of effects.
1 x 16 SHOT DISPLAY CAKE, producing 16 shots of rising tails, bursting into large coloured starbursts
in the sky, in red, blue, yellow and green.
8 x 75mm, 4 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing massive bursts of red, white and green aerial
shells. Bursting at heights of up to 450ft.
2 x 40 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, 80 shots of green stars that burst into huge silver spinning spiral
effects. Creating a very busy spread of silver stars.
1 x DOUBLE DEMON DISPLAY CAKE, produces red, yellow and green bursts with two loud bangs on
every shot.
8 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing huge bursts of colours and effects at over 350ft high in the sky.
In blue, red, and yellow cascades.
1 x 40 SHOT DISPLAY CAKE, producing over 25 shots of blue, silver and green in the sky, rising with
thick white tails.
8 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS, rising to heights of up to 350ft before bursting into massive coloured star
bursts in the sky. In colours such as gold, blue and silver, creating a huge mixture.
2 x 75 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing a very busy spread of multi-colour stars, each star burst,
bursts into three separate bursts, which creates a huge riot in the sky!
Finale
16 x 75mm, 8 x 100mm, 4 x 75mm, 3 x 100mm.
1 x 125mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing a HUGE riot of noise and colour in the sky.
The finale will last around 30 seconds and will have massive impact.
The shells will be fired simultaneously to create 4 different levels of colour and effects in the sky.
Rising with golden tails and bursting at heights of up to 550ft.
The final 8 shells will all rise into the sky at the same time and create a huge and spectacular end to
the fireworks display.

SEQUENCE 2
Display Cost: £750 + VAT + 15% booking fee / Duration: 6-8 Minutes
3 x 75mm, 2 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing three huge bursts of colour
and effects in the sky. Rising to around 450 ft before bursting into colour.
3 x 50mm DISPLAY CANDLES, producing huge effects of colour and noise in
the sky, rising with huge tails.
24 x 14mm DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the sky to create a
coloured wall.
3 x 16 SHOT DISPLAY CAKE, angled across the sky to give a huge spread of
colours and effects across the night sky.
8 x 75mm, 6 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS Producing massive bursts of red,
white and green aerial shells. Bursting at heights of up to 450ft
2 x EMERALD TWISTERS, 60 shots of green stars that burst into huge silver
spinning spiral effects. Creating a very busy spread of silver stars.
8 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS, reaching heights of up to 350ft before bursting
into red, green and yellow coloured star bursts with mixed effects.
2 x 40 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing a stunning silver darting bee effect,
watch as the effects swim out into the sky.
10 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS, fanned across the sky to give a massive spread
of colour. Rising with golden tails to around 350ft high.
4 x DISPLAY CAKES, a wide spread of crackling comets, firing rapidly, to
create a wide spread of effect.
6 x 75mm, 6 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS, Reaching heights of up to 450ft
before bursting into huge bursts of colour in the sky. With special love heart
shells, that makes love hearts in the sky.
2 x RED GLISTENING STARS, large and impressive display cake firing over
50 shots of red stars that blossom in the sky.
3 x DISPLAY CANDLES, angled across the sky and fired with the above cake.
Producing huge blue comets that rise up to 100 ft high.
Finale
18 x 75mm, 16 x 100mm, 4 x 75mm, 4 x 100mm, 4 x 125mm, 1 x 150mm AERIAL SHELLS, Producing a HUGE riot of noise and
colour in the sky.
The finale will last around 30 seconds and will have massive impact.
The shells will be fired simultaneously to create 4 different levels of colour and effects in the sky.
Rising with golden tails and bursting at heights of up to 550ft. The final 13 shells will all rise into the sky at the same time and create
a huge end to the fireworks display.
SEQUENCE 3
Display Cost: £1000 + VAT + 15 % booking fee / Duration: 7-12 minutes
(depending on requirements)
3 x 100mm, 2 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS, Large bursting aerial shells, rising to heights of up to 450ft before bursting into there
stunning effects. Fanned and angled across the site to give a massive spread.
4 x 50mm DISPLAY CANDLES, angled across the sky to create a wall of red rising tails that burst into huge red bursts that create a
criss-cross pattern in the sky.
4 x 16 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing white tails that rise into the sky and burst into multi-coloured crackling starbursts.
16 x 75mm, 6 x 100mm, 3 x 125mm AERIAL SHELLS, Fired simultaneously, rising to around 450ft high and then bursting into,
yellow, green, silver and purple. Creating a wide spread of colour and effects in the sky.
3 x 100 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, red, green and gold crackling mine eruptions, rising to around 75ft high. Very busy crackling effects.
4 x 19 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, angled across the sky to give a huge spread of gold stars with large rising tails in the sky.
4 x 50mm DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the sky to create a huge spread of golden cascading blossom effect, simply
stunning in everyway.
6 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS, reaching heights of up to 450ft, bursting into huge canopies of silver and golden stars.
4 x 30 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing busy gold and blue starbursts at around 150ft high, with rising golden tails into the sky.
12 x 75mm, 8 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS, Rising into the sky and bursting into huge crackling stars, with purple willow and silver
coconut tree effect bursts.
1 x 210 SHOT DISPLAY CAKE, producing a mass of colour and noise at around 150ft high in the sky, lots of colour and crackling
stars.
42 x 20mm DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the site, to create a wide spread of red starbursts with red rising tails.
2 x 36 SHOT DISPLAY CAKE, large and powerful shots of red cascading rain in the sky, a simply stunning range of effects and
colours. Rising with thick fiery tails as it rises into the night sky.
Finale
21 x 75mm, 18 x 100mm, 5 x 75 mm, 5 x 100mm, 5 x 125mm, 2 x 150mm AERIAL SHELLS.
This finale will hit in a huge and spectacular way. Over 60 bursts of colour and effects will be produced over a 25 second period.
The 25 75mm and 20 100mm will be fired simultaneously to give a huge impact of colour and effects.
Followed by a final hit of 5 75mm, 5 100mm, 5 125mm and 2 150mm to cover the entire sky with colour to close the display.
In a wide range of colours such as blue, silver, gold and red, which all mix together to create a breathtaking end to the display.

SEQUENCE 4
Display Cost: £1600 + VAT + 15 % booking fee / Duration: 7-12 minutes
4 x 100mm, 3 x 75mm, 3 x 125mm AERIAL SHELLS Large bursting aerial shells, rising to heights of
upto 450ft before bursting into there stunning effects. Fanned and angled across the site to give a
massive spread.
4 x 60mm DISPLAY CANDLES, angled across the site to create a wide spread of effects, rising with
thick tails and bursting into huge cascades of colour in the sky. 2 x 19 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES,
producing crackling comet tails that rise into the sky, fired with the above candles for maximum
effect.
4 x 25 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing golden fireballs that rise into the sky and burst into stunning
bursts of multi-coloured stars and a crackling effect.
16 x 75mm, 6 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS Fired simultaneously, rising to around 450ft high, producing
stunning special effects, with magical colour changing shells. Creating a wide spread of colour and
effects in the sky
3 x 100 shot FAN DISPLAY CAKES, with angled tubes so that the effects are fired into all angles of the
sky to create a real spread of effects. Rising with silver tails and bursting into large star bursts of
colour and effects, rising to around 90 ft high.
3 x 100mm MORTAR MINES, 3 x 75mm, 3 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS Fired simultaneously to create 3
levels of effects in the sky. The mines burst at around 100 ft, while the shells burst at around 450ft,
to create a stunning spread.
4 x 21 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing a very busy spread of green stars that rise and burst into
magical silver twisting spiral effects. Over 80 shots will be produced to fill the sky with effects.
2 x 200 SHOT DISPLAY CAKES, producing very busy spread of crackling golden rain that cascades to
the ground. 6 x 100mm AERIAL SHELLS stunning golden willow effect, that burst and cascade in the
sky like golden rain. Bursting at around 450ft high.
16 x 75mm, 6 x 100mm, 2 x 125mm AERIAL SHELLS A large selection of bursts will be produced.
Rising to around 450ft high, bursting into blue, silver and gold star bursts. With the huge red bursts
from 125mm shells.
4 x BLOCKBUSTER DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the site to create a wall of golden
rising tails, bursting into blue and white stars at around 150ft high in the sky. Fired with the above
shells to give maximum impact and effect.
1 x SILVER CHRSANTHEMUM DISPLAY CAKES, producing over 250 large burst of silver peony bursts,
rising to around 250ft, firing in quick succession to cover the sky with silver.
16 x 75mm AERIAL SHELLS, large bursts of silver and red shells, the burst above the cakes to create
two levels of effects.
2 x KING OF COLOUR, massive display cake producing over 230 shots of red, blue, green and yellow
star bursts in the sky. Rising with white tails before bursting into very heavy shell bursts of colour.
3 x 100mm' 2 x 125mm AERIAL SHELL FAN Angled across the sky so the sky erupts with 5 bursts of blue and red. Rising to around
450ft high. Stunning bursts high in the sky.
3 x DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned and angled across the site, producing comet tails into the sky, making a wall of coloured stars under
the shells and cakes.
1 x STORMY DESSERT DISPLAY CAKE, producing a busy 168 shots of coloured shell bursts, which are fired to the left, right and up
the centre of the display site to give maximum spread in the sky.
Finale
60 x 50mm PEARL TO REPORT DISPLAY CANDLES, fanned across the sky to create a wide spread of red rising tails to red starbursts.
30 x 75mm, 26 x 100mm, 6 x 75 mm, 6 x 100mm, 6 x 125mm, 3 x 150mm, 1 x 210mm AERIAL SHELLS The huge climax to the
fireworks display.
The 30 75mm and 26 100 mm shells will be fired simultaneously to create a busy spread of colour.
Followed by a huge volley of 6 75mm, 6 100mm, 3 125mm, 3 150mm and a huge 210mm aerial shell to cover the entire sky with
huge stunning coloured effects.
The bursts reach different heights in the sky to create different levels of colours. The colours cascade in the sky, in a range of
exciting effects.
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